Version 3.99
New Features
Customisable Category Templates — Some product categories require special treatment. If you've got a group of products that are a bit different
from the rest, you might wish to display them in a completely different format. With customisable category templates, you can!
Customised Category Templates - Copy & Master functionality — Our Category Template Override feature has been enhanced! You can now
create copies of existing templates, as well as nominating as 'masters' any new templates you create.
Link custom pages to categories for breadcrumbs — A newly-introduced CMS feature means you can now link a custom page to a product
category for breadcrumb purposes.
When the feature is enabled, you'll see a 'Breadcrumb Parent' field in your Page SEO Details section. You can select any global category from
this lookup box, and it will display as the parent of your page in the breadcrumb link.
zipMoney & zipPay — BPD now includes support for 'buy now, pay later' provider zipMoney / zipPay. ZipMoney has been added as a new feature
in the CMS, and can be configured to offer your customers another way to pay for goods on your website.
CMS File Manager — Want to upload multiple files? Edit images? Drag and drop files from your PC into your website's file directory?
With our new File Manager, you can!
Ability to hide $0 Freight charges — A new option ('Show Zero Dollar Freight Charge?') has been added to the Cart Order Summary Totals Widget
, allowing freight charges of $0 to be excluded from the cart order summary.
Flyer Creator enhancements — The Flyer Creator widget & template have been updated to cater for product ribbons, inc/ex tax messaging, and
was/now pricing. To enquire about implementation, please contact us.
Remember my card details — A new tickbox has been added to the checkout payment options via eWay, allowing the user to remember their
credit card details for next time.
This tickbox will only render if the site is using Authorise & Capture mode for credit card payments, and the user role has "Enable Payment
Provider CustomerID Token Retention" enabled.

Fixes
Current product excluded from Recently Viewed — Previously, the currently viewed product was included in the Recently Viewed Products Widget
. This has been updated so that the current product is not shown with other recently viewed products.
Banner Slider obeying device display settings — Banners set to display only on mobile or desktop (for example), were not always obeying that
setting when rendered by the Banner Slider Widget. This issue has now been fixed and the display mode is always respected by the widget.
Adding child products to cart on zoned product pages — In certain scenarios, child products (variants) couldn't be added to the user's cart from a
zoned product detail page. The Product Variants Widget has been updated to correct this, now taking into account the system setting for add to
cart mode for child products.
Stock indicator for master products in a list — In some scenarios (campaign sliders being one), products in a list were not showing availability
correctly for master/child products. This issue has been fixed.

